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Foreword
Working with native grasslands and the people who manage them has made for a wonderful career.
They each have special attributes, and each has provided me with rewarding opportunities. 

I have come to believe that grassland management is as much an art as it is a science. Generations
of native grassland managers have observed, known, and valued wildlife. Their daily experiences with
domestic animals also provide insights into what wildlife require to survive and thrive. Indeed, many
ranchers are wildlife experts in their own right, primarily because they are in an enviable position to
actually observe wildlife on their lands everyday. Many can remember the days when species such as
Burrowing Owl and Greater Sage-grouse were numerous.

The presence of species at risk on a native grassland is a strong indicator that historical techniques
and practices have successfully provided for the basic needs of these species. Thus, the presence of
species at risk on a ranch or farm strengthens our understanding about societal and environmental
contributions made by the livestock industry.

Good grassland management benefits the economic viability of a ranch or mixed farm. These direct
benefits include maximized forage production and reliability, good water quality, and minimal
erosion. Coincidently, good grassland management usually benefits species at risk, and grazing is
essential to creating habitat for almost all species at risk! Those who actually manage native
grasslands - ranchers and farmers - have a wonderful opportunity to contribute to our understanding
about how to best conserve these species and the precious natural resource they represent. I hope
you enjoy this “At Home on the Range” publication. 

Chris Nykoluk
Range Management Specialist

PFRA & E
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada

Regina, SK
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  The Purpose of this Guide
At Home on the Range is a tool for landowners, leaseholders and others who manage land on
Saskatchewan’s prairies. It is a guide to help people use the prairie landscape in a way that
benefits both land managers and species at risk. 

Saskatchewan’s prairies are home to a great diversity of plant and wildlife species, many of which
are considered rare and at risk. One reason why these species still persist on Saskatchewan's
prairies is because of the legacy of sound management of our native grasslands and other prairie
habitats. This Guide introduces Saskatchewan’s prairie species at risk and describes the
implications of sharing your land with these species. It strives to dispel some of the myths

surrounding species at risk and to help landowners maintain and
improve prairie grasslands so that these species will continue to
live in Saskatchewan. Landowners and land managers can do many
things to benefit species at risk and sometimes these practices
result in broad-scale benefits to a landowner's operation. Some
practices are simple and require minimal or no investment of time
and energy; others may require more effort, but such actions may
also be eligible for funding and other assistance.

This Guide applies primarily to Saskatchewan’s Prairie Ecozone,
but most of the information can also apply to the “grassy parts” of
the Boreal Transition Ecoregion.

What you will find in this Guide:
A BUNCH OF FACTS ABOUT SASKATCHEWAN’S GRASSLANDS.................................2

SPECIES AT RISK 101 .............................................................................................4
A brief introduction to Saskatchewan’s prairie species at risk – who they are, 
where they live and how they came to be at risk.

SO YOU HAVE A CASE OF SPECIES AT RISK - WHAT NOW? ....................................15
The implications (good and bad) of sharing your land with species at risk.

POSITIVE PRACTICES............................................................................................20
A “how-to” guide of what you can do to benefit species at risk and how
species at risk can benefit you. Includes a summary of range management
principles and how they relate to species at risk.

SUMMARY............................................................................................................42

GETTING HELP .....................................................................................................43 
Resources that are available to you to help species at risk.

PRAIRIE SPECIES AT RISK......................................................................................45
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Grasslands occur in the southern and central parts of Saskatchewan. Grasslands are found in the Cypress
Upland, Mixed Grassland, Moist Mixed Grassland, and Aspen Parkland Ecoregions.

Map Credit: GIS Division, Canadian Plains Research Centre, 2001
Sources: Ecoregions of Saskatchewan & the Southern Digital Land Cover

Remaining Native Vegetation

In Saskatchewan, approximately 21% of our grasslands
remain in a relatively natural state. Cultivation,
urbanization, industry and other land uses all have
impacted grasslands. Much of the remaining grassland
is fragmented into small parcels.

Percent of native grassland remaining in each
ecoregion:

Cypress Upland 71% (0.9 million acres)

Mixed Grassland 31% (6.7 million acres)

Moist Mixed Grassland 16% (2.7 million acres)

Aspen Parkland 13% (2.5 million acres)
2

   A Bunch of Facts About Saskatchewan’s
Grasslands
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60% of the native grasslands in the
Prairie Ecoregions are under Crown

ownership and 40% are under
private ownership.

Grasslands are so much more than grass! There are many unique and special habitats within the 
grasslands, such as coulees, sand dunes, badlands, wetlands and rock outcrops.

89% of
Saskatchewan’s
species at risk
are found in

the grasslands.

There are increasing demands on
the remaining grasslands in
Saskatchewan (intensive agricultural
expansion, energy development,
human population increases, climate
change, economic pressures,
subdivisions, etc….).
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Species at Risk 101

Just What is a Species at Risk?
Species at risk is a general term for plant
and animal species that have a low or
declining population and are at risk or may
be at risk of disappearing, or which are
sensitive to human disturbance or natural
events. Special management is needed for
species at risk.
Saskatchewan’s process of listing plants
and animals under The Wildlife Act, 1998
uses the same risk categories and
definitions as the Committee on the Status
of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
(COSEWIC). The COSEWIC categories
include, in order of decreasing risk of
disappearance: Extinct, Extirpated,
Endangered, Threatened, and Special
Concern. 

*An extirpated species is one that no longer exists
in the wild in Saskatchewan but occurs elsewhere in
the wild.

“ ”
So many words get thrown around when

talking about species at risk. Just what do they
all mean and how do they apply to me?

Bison were almost
extirpated* from the
prairies.



Provincial and Federal
Responsibilities
Both the provincial and federal
governments are involved with
conserving and recovering
populations of rare species, but they
have different areas of responsibility. 

On provincial Crown, municipal, and
private lands, the Province of
Saskatchewan is responsible for
ensuring that species at risk are
adequately protected. The provincial
government established The Wildlife
Act, 1998, to protect wildlife in
Saskatchewan. Under The Wildlife
Act, 1998, 15 species were
designated “at risk” in the Province in
1999, which means these species
cannot be disturbed, collected, harvested,
captured, killed or exported. 

The federal Species at Risk Act (SARA),
which came into effect in 2004, applies on
federal lands (e.g., national parks; federal
community pastures; First Nations reserve
lands) across Canada. SARA also applies to
rare migratory birds and rare aquatic
species listed in this legislation. Habitats
important to the survival and recovery of
these species at risk are also protected.

The Government of Canada has legal
responsibilities for migratory birds and
aquatic species under the Migratory Bird
Convention Act, 1994, legislation aimed at
conserving populations of bird species that
migrate between Canada and the U.S.A.,
and Canada's Fisheries Act.

The Road to Recovery
Scientists from various organizations are working together to plan recovery strategies for Extirpated,
Endangered, and Threatened species at risk. These strategies identify priority activities to be
implemented, usually during the next five years. For example, the Black-footed Ferret is considered to
be extirpated from Saskatchewan. A partnership of provincial, federal and international conservation
organizations have worked for several years on a recovery plan to reintroduce ferrets to prairie dog
colonies in Grasslands National Park and on provincial Crown lands, leased and privately-managed for
grazing cattle. A local rancher, who allows prairie dogs to persist on his family’s land, participated in
the recovery planning, and is a member of the ferret recovery team. 5

Working Together to Support Species at Risk
In Saskatchewan, the federal and provincial governments
collaborate to manage species at risk. In 2007, the
Canada-Saskatchewan Agreement on Species at Risk was
signed to support this partnership.

This framework enables the governments of Canada and
Saskatchewan to coordinate and collaborate in the
assessment, planning and implementation of species
recovery activities in Saskatchewan. This collaboration
includes sharing of information and will satisfy legislative
requirements of both governments. 

Assessing Species at Risk
Similar but separate processes are used by the provincial
and federal governments to determine a species’ status,
which sometimes can result in a species having two
different rankings. For example, this may occur if the
provincial population is declining severely, whereas in
other areas of Canada, the populations are stable or
increasing. Alternatively, a species may be abundant in
Saskatchewan, but extremely rare elsewhere.



* the act of searching or hunting for food available in nature

This table lists some of the current species at risk in Saskatchewan’s grasslands. A
complete list is provided at the end of this Guide. 

There are about 50 wildlife species that
are considered species at risk in
Saskatchewan’s grasslands. 

It is important to remember that the
status of a species may change as more
is learned about population numbers
and the factors affecting a species’
survival. When species are reviewed,
some may get “downlisted” to a lesser
category and others may get “uplisted”. 

For example, the Swift Fox was
“extirpated” from Saskatchewan by 1938. The primary threats to the species included
incidental trapping and poisoning intended to reduce wolf populations. These
primary threats no longer exist, and this cat-sized fox was reintroduced to southern
ranchlands from populations in the United States. The recovery of the Swift Fox has
been so successful that the species was downlisted to “endangered” under both
federal and provincial legislation. 

Which Species are At Risk?  
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Wildlife Act

Status

SARA 

Status 

COSEWIC 

Status Habitat Descriptions
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Saskatchewan Canada Canada

Burrowing Owl Endangered Endangered Endangered

mix of short sparse grassland and rodent

burrows for nesting and dense, moist grassland

for foraging*

Piping Plover Endangered Endangered Endangered
gravel shores of shallow saline lakes and sandy

shores of large freshwater prairie lakes

Sprague’s Pipit N/A Threatened Threatened 
healthy, upland grassland free of woody

vegetation and linear developments 

Loggerhead Shrike N/A Threatened Threatened

patches of thorny shrubs or trees for nesting

adjacent to native or tame grassland for

foraging 

Long-billed Curlew N/A Special Concern Special Concern 
mix of short sparse grassland for nesting and

dense, moist grassland for foraging

Short-eared Owl N/A Special Concern Special Concern open, native or tame grassland

Ferruginous Hawk N/A Special Concern Threatened 
occasional trees for nesting adjacent to native and

tame grassland for foraging
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Ord's Kangaroo Rat N/A Endangered Endangered sand dunes

Swift Fox Endangered Endangered Endangered grassland with short, sparse vegetation

  Northern Leopard Frog N/A Special Concern Special Concern

for breeding: wetlands that go dry in summer

and have vegetated buffers; 

for overwintering: well-oxygenated streams

or ponds that do not freeze solid

Great Plains Toad N/A Special Concern Special Concern

dry, open grassland containing wetlands that

go dry in summer or edges of large

permanent wetlands

Eastern Yellow-bellied Racer  N/A Threatened Threatened grassland with rodent burrows

Greater Short-horned Lizard N/A Special Concern Endangered badlands and river valley breaks 

Lake Sturgeon N/A N/A Endangered prairie rivers

Shortjaw Cisco N/A Threatened Threatened cold, deep, well-oxygenated water

Bigmouth Buffalo N/A Special Concern Special Concern 

warm, shallow, protected bays in lakes and

slow flowing portions of prairie rivers

adjacent to deep water for overwintering

Hairy Prairie-clover Threatened Threatened Threatened
south or southwest facing slopes of partially

stabilized sand dunes or sand hill blowouts

Tiny Cryptanthe Endangered Endangered Endangered
dry valley bottoms, slopes and uplands in

close proximity to rivers

Slender Mouse-ear-cress Threatened Threatened Threatened
flat prairie or eroded hillsides with dry, sandy,

alkaline soil

Alkaline Wing-nerved Moss N/A Threatened Threatened

open, seasonally wet and alkaline ponds,

lakes, sloughs, and seepage slopes, in short

grassland

Dakota Skipper N/A Threatened Threatened rolling hills with tall grassland

Monarch Butterfly N/A Special Concern Special Concern  open fields and meadows with milkweed
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Wildlife Act

Status

SARA 

Status 

COSEWIC 

Status Habitat Descriptions

Status Definitions
Extinct: a species that no longer exists
Extirpated: a species that no longer exists in the wild in Canada but exists elsewhere in the wild
Endangered: a species that is facing imminent extirpation or extinction
Threatened: a species likely to become endangered if nothing is done to reverse the factors leading to its extirpation or extinction
Special Concern: a species that may become a threatened or endangered species because of a combination of biological
characteristics and identified threats
N/A: not assessed   

Saskatchewan Canada Canada
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The Sprague’s Pipit

Sprague’s Pipit populations have declined in Canada by 10%

per year for the last 10 years. The decline is primarily

because of a loss of native prairie habitat. This small

grassland songbird depends on healthy native grassland

habitat and is very sensitive to linear disturbance such as

roads, pipelines and shelterbelts, which it tends to avoid. It is

also very sensitive to structural fragmentation. Many tame

grasses and legumes, invasive plant species and woody plants

are too tall to attract Sprague’s Pipits. 
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Why are Species at Risk?  

Disappearing Habitat 

There are many reasons why some species are at risk. In some cases, there is one clear
cause for the population decline. In other cases, populations have dropped because of a
combination of reasons. For some species, we do not fully understand why they became
at risk. Here are the primary reasons why some of Saskatchewan’s grassland species are
at risk:

Many grassland animals
and plants require
healthy, contiguous
native habitats for

their survival. Most are not
able to live or reproduce in

cultivated, industrial or urban
landscapes. Habitat that is fragmented

with roads, buildings, pipelines and
other industrial developments can also

reduce the amount of habitat that a species can use.
With a reduction in the amount of available habitat,
there is a corresponding reduction in the number of
individuals of that species. It is a bit like the game
“musical chairs”; as chairs (habitat) are taken away, the
number of players (individuals of a species) that can
survive is reduced. As only 21% of Saskatchewan’s
grasslands remain, it is not too surprising that many
grassland species have experienced large population
declines as a result of habitat loss.
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Habitat Degradation 

The Piping Plover

Piping Plovers nest on sandy and gravelly shorelines of freshwater lakes and

pebbly beaches of wetlands in southern Saskatchewan. Saskatchewan, with about

1,400 Piping Plovers at last count, is home to about 30% of the Piping Plovers that

inhabit the Great Plains of Canada and the US. Their habitats are subject to various

disturbances. Recreational, residential and agricultural use of shorelines can

interfere with breeding birds establishing territories and destroy nests by trampling

or vehicles. Changes in water levels (e.g., from dams; recreational or residential

water use) also threaten plover nesting sites. Because of residential and recreational

developments, the number of predators, such as foxes, gulls, crows, magpies, and

raccoons can increase. In various ways, people are helping protect Saskatchewan's

remaining Piping Plovers. Site management plans are developed and implemented

for key nesting areas to improve the quality of nesting habitat and limit disturbance

during the breeding season. Predator exclosures have increased Piping Plover

reproductive success. Landowners defer cattle grazing around shorelines, where

Piping Plovers’ nest, until after the young are able to fly.

Some species are affected by habitat degradation. The habitat is still
there, but overuse or human activity has affected the ability of that
habitat to support native plants and animals.

The Burrowing Owl

Across its range, most populations of Burrowing Owls have

declined steeply for many years, although the decline has been less

severe since the mid 1990s, and there has been a small upward

trend since 2001. In Saskatchewan, the Burrowing Owl population

declined by more than 90% since 1988. Loss of native prairie to

cropland and urban development, and habitat fragmentation by

roads and energy developments, are factors contributing to these

historic declines. Burrowing Owls live underground in burrows, but

they depend on burrows made by other animals because they cannot

dig their own. One factor limiting population recovery may be a

lack of burrows where the birds can live and raise their young.

Cultivation and a lack of burrowing mammals, such as badgers,

reduce the number of potential nesting sites for the owls. Owls eat

insects and small mammals, which are more abundant around

wetlands. Loss of wetland habitat can mean fewer prey for the owls

- little food means poor survival and poor reproductive success.

Land stewards have conserved and improved habitat for the owls

through stewardship programs, such as Operation Burrowing Owl.
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Introduction of Exotic Species 

Threatened Plants

Many of Saskatchewan’s rare plants are in decline

because of invasive plant species. Western

Spiderwort and Hairy Prairie-clover are two

species that grow in areas of active or partially

stabilized sand dunes. These species cannot

tolerate much competition from other vegetation.

Invasive introduced grasses such as Crested

Wheatgrass, noxious weeds such as Leafy Spurge,

and invading woody vegetation such as Trembling

Aspen, all stabilize active dunes and represent a

threat to these rare plants. Buffalograss, another

rare plant growing in parts of southeastern

Saskatchewan, does not do well when competing

with taller plants that begin growth earlier in the

spring. Invasive plants, including Kentucky

Bluegrass, Quackgrass and Leafy Spurge, pose a

threat to Buffalograss.
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Exotic species are those that come from other
areas and are not native to the grasslands of
Saskatchewan. Some exotic species have caused our
native species to decline in numbers. Exotic birds can
compete with native birds for food and nest sites. Exotic
plants can replace native plants in grassland habitats,
causing a loss or degradation of habitat for native wildlife.
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The Greater Sage-grouse

West Nile Virus is considered an invasive species

because it was introduced to North America from the

Eastern Hemisphere in 1999. Perhaps it came to North

America in an infected mosquito caught in the cargo

hold of an airplane or perhaps an infected bird

migrated here or hitched a ride on a ship. However it

got here, it is a serious threat to the few remaining

Greater Sage-grouse in Saskatchewan, estimated at

likely less than 300 birds. Since 1988, the population

of sage grouse on the Canadian Prairies has declined

by nearly 90%. Research suggests that the survival

rate of Greater Sage-grouse has decreased by 25%

because of West Nile Virus.
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Over-harvesting 
Although present day hunting regulations are able
to minimize over-harvesting of wildlife, hunting has
had a big impact on some populations in the past.
One of the most dramatic examples is the Plains
Bison, whose population tumbled from millions of
animals to near extinction in a span of only 40
years because of excessive hunting with firearms
for sport, meat and hides.

The Lake Sturgeon

Lake Sturgeon is the largest freshwater fish in Canada, and

despite its name, it is actually a resident of Saskatchewan’s

prairie rivers. Once a relatively common species, commercial

fishing in the late 1800s and early 1900s caused a significant

decline to very low numbers. Even now, black markets are

reported to exist for smoked, dried or fresh sturgeon and caviar.

Once commercial harvesting operations ceased, the decline

slowed but no populations have recovered to historic

abundance. The Lake Sturgeon is currently threatened by the

changes in water flows and physical barriers to movement

created by dams on the rivers where it lives. This slow

growing, late maturing, intermittently spawning fish may take

many years to recover, if it does at all.
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Persecution 
In the past, some wildlife species have been persecuted because they were
considered a threat to livestock or dangerous to people. Also, some species
were inadvertently killed in efforts to eliminate or reduce other species.

The Great Plains Wolf

The Great Plains Wolf or Buffalo Wolf is one species that no

longer inhabits the plains of Saskatchewan. Shooting, trapping

and poisoning campaigns eliminated wolves from the Canadian

prairies by 1930. The loss of the Great Plains Wolf has

changed the prairie ecosystem in a fundamental way. For

example, medium-sized canids, such as Red Foxes and

Coyotes, are probably more abundant now because a key

competitor and predator, the wolf, is essentially gone from the

prairies. Red Foxes and Coyotes compete with and kill the rare

cat-sized Swift Fox, so its small populations are susceptible in

areas where Red Fox and Coyote numbers are high.
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Isolation of Populations 
When a population becomes isolated from other
populations, it is more vulnerable to influences such
as disease, extreme weather (e.g., drought), and
chance mortality events. Because the population is
often small, there is less genetic diversity, and
few individuals immigrate from other areas. For
example, Greater Sage-grouse on the Great Plains
are susceptible to a new infectious disease, the West
Nile Virus, because most populations are isolated and
have little genetic variation.
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Disease 

The Gold-edged Gem

This pretty little moth is only known to occur in areas of active dunes or sand blowouts,

where colonies of native Prairie Sunflower are present. The moths deposit their eggs in

the flower of the host plant; the moth larvae then feed on the sunflower during

development. During the adult stage, the moths consume nectar from a different plant.

Sites with this combination of habitat characteristics are very rare, especially because

few active sand dunes remain. There are only four known populations of Gold-edged

Gem in North America, and this species is rare globally. The population of Gold-edged

Gem in southwestern Saskatchewan is isolated because migration to and from the

populations in Manitoba and Colorado, which are more than 750 km away, is unlikely.

This population isolation is attributed to the large-scale decline of sand dune habitat

during the past 100 years.
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The Black-tailed Prairie Dog

The northernmost population of Black-tailed Prairie Dogs occurs in

southern Saskatchewan. It is a small population, comprised of

several colonies located mostly within Grasslands National Park.

The population has been stable since 2001. The current range of

prairie dogs in Canada is likely not much different than the historic

one. Because of the social nature of prairie dogs (they live in

colonies), they are susceptible to disease. The greatest risk to prairie

dogs is the sylvatic plague. Studies show that this disease is present

in southern Saskatchewan, but it is not evident yet in Canadian

Black-tailed Prairie Dogs. Plague outbreaks in several prairie dog

colonies in the western United States have occurred, resulting in 90-

100% mortality.

12

Some species at risk are affected by diseases. Although disease is a natural part
of all ecosystems, its effect can be magnified when animal populations are already
low because of other factors. Plus, human activity can transfer new diseases into an area
where the wildlife is not adapted to cope with it.



Pesticides 
Chemicals that are used to control insects and weeds can sometimes have wide-ranging effects on
other wildlife. Although the sale and use of pesticides is regulated today, this was not the case in
the past. Some pesticides get transferred through the food chain, impacting species other than
the insects that they were intended to control.

The Common �ighthawk

Imagine what it takes to turn a ‘common’ species into a species

at risk. The Common Nighthawk breeds throughout much of

North America. It likes open habitats including prairie

grassland, sand dunes, burned over forest, and even gravel roads

and flat gravelled rooftops. Yet, loss of open habitat due to such

factors as fire suppression and intensive agricultural activities

have contributed to the 80% decline in population over the last

40 years. Another significant factor is a general decline in insect

populations, an important source of food for the Common

Nighthawk, in both breeding and wintering habitats. This is

thought to be due to large-scale insecticide use, such as for

mosquito control, since the mid 1900s.
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The Whooping Crane

Once numbering in the thousands, the Whooping Crane population

approached extinction during the 1940s when only 21 birds existed

in the world. Because of recovery efforts and a captive-breeding

program, the number of wild Whooping Cranes increased to 344 by

2007. Whooping Cranes used to breed primarily in undisturbed

wetlands, in the aspen parkland and prairie regions of Canada. Now,

most nest in Wood Buffalo National Park in northern Canada. If

disturbed, Whooping Cranes may leave an area temporarily or

permanently. Whooping Cranes are especially sensitive to humans

travelling on foot. The public cannot access most places where

Whooping Cranes nest now; however, staging areas during

migration, and portions of their wintering grounds, are accessible.

During migration, Whooping Cranes use wetlands and croplands in

Saskatchewan for roosting and feeding; they also use wide, open

river channels, such as along the Saskatchewan River. 
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Just as different people have different tolerances for noise and activity,
some species are very sensitive to human activities and others are more
tolerant. Wildlife species that live around your house and yard, such as the
American Robin and Deer Mouse, are very tolerant of human activity and
often benefit from living in close proximity to humans. Other species are less
tolerant and will vacate an area at the first sight of a person or vehicle. Not surprisingly, many of our
species at risk, including the Burrowing Owl and Ferruginous Hawk, are sensitive to human disturbance.

Human Disturbance      
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Burrowing Owl

Swift Fox

Lake Sturgeon

Hairy Prairie-clover

Sprague’s Pipit

Gold-edged Gem

A Combination of Causes
Almost all species at risk have come to be at
risk as a result of several factors rather than
just one cause. Here are some examples: 

Unknown Causes
For some species at risk the exact cause of their
population decline is unknown. 
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The �orthern Leopard Frog

The once very common Northern Leopard

Frog experienced large and sudden

population declines starting in the late 1970s.

It has now completely disappeared from

some parts of its range in Saskatchewan and

is very scarce elsewhere. The main cause of

the plummeting frog population is unknown,

although some factors that may have

contributed to it include drought, disease,

habitat loss, pesticides and the introduction

of non-native game fish that prey on frogs

and tadpoles. Recent inventories suggest that

there has been a slight increase in Northern

Leopard Frog populations.
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So, You Have a Case of “Species at Risk” 

Sharing your land with species at risk can have some implications. For the most
part, the implications are good and not something that requires drastic treatment.

What Now? 

15



Having species at risk on your land is like receiving an “A+” for the

management of your land! The presence of species at risk usually

indicates long-term sound land management practices and a healthy

ecosystem.

This might seem like a giant leap in thinking, but if

you have a well-functioning healthy native

grassland, you will probably have some species at

risk living on your land. A healthy ecosystem

provides agricultural sustainability. For example,

diverse healthy ecosystems are much more resilient

to natural disturbance events such as fire, flood,

insect outbreaks and drought. Healthy ecosystems

provide stability and greater predictability to an

agricultural operation. Water quality and availability

is improved, weed invasion is reduced and forage

production is higher.

Species at risk. . . .

. . . indicate that you are managing your land well

The presence of Ferruginous Hawks, Burrowing Owls,

Prairie Falcons, Short-eared Owls, and Swift Foxes can

put a serious dent in your ground squirrel and mouse

populations. A pair of Ferruginous Hawks and their

young can consume as many as 500 ground squirrels in

one season. Burrowing Owls, Common Nighthawks,

Sprague’s Pipits, Loggerhead Shrikes, Long-billed

Curlews and Yellow-bellied Racers eat tremendous

numbers of grasshoppers, helping to keep insect pest

populations at a lower level. Common Nighthawks and

Leopard Frogs and other amphibians can help to keep

mosquito problems at bay.

Ferruginous Hawk

Species at risk. . . 
= agricultural sustainability
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What are the benefits of having  

Species at risk. . . 

. . . help with pest management

species at risk on your land?



How quiet would the

range be without the

cry of the curlew, the

screech of the Prairie

Falcon or a chorus of

Leopard Frogs after a

heavy spring rain? And how dull would it be without

the splashes of colour painted by prairie wildflowers,

flashy butterflies and brightly coloured songbirds?

The thrill of catching a glimpse of a Burrowing Owl

on a fence post, a Swift Fox slinking across the

pasture or a Ferruginous Hawk patrolling for ground

squirrels is part of what makes living and working in

the prairie so special and unique.

Species at risk and healthy ecosystems have

great societal value and are perceived by

many to be an important part of our

Canadian heritage. Landholders that strive to

look after species at risk on their land are

collectively recognized as doing something

positive for society as a whole, and this in

turn helps to strengthen the ranching

industry and its image.

Species at risk are. . . 

. . . fabulous public 
relations personnel

Having species at risk on your land can make you

eligible for special programs and incentives. They may

also open doors for new ventures, such as ecotourism.

Species at risk can. . . 

. . . open doors and provide 
new opportunities!

Programs such as Nature Saskatchewan’s

Stewards of Saskatchewan and the

Saskatchewan Watershed Authority’s Prairie

Stewardship Program make wildlife biologists

and range ecologists available to landowners.

They can help to suggest practices that will

benefit your operation and species at risk.

You can profit. . .
. . . from species at risk

Species at risk are. . . 

. . . part of our prairie heritage and western culture

Burrowing Owl
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What are the downsides to having species at risk?
There may be some downsides to having species at risk on your land, but many of the implications
that are talked about are simply myths. For example, a landowner will not lose his or her land if there
are species at risk living there. Many species, especially those listed as Endangered or Threatened (see
pages 45 - 47), have recovery plans associated with them. These plans are primarily focused on
federal and provincial lands, but may also involve wildlife staff working with landowners that have
these species on their land. Wildlife staff may have suggestions or recommendations for changes in
your land management, but the most likely recommendation will be “keep doing what you are doing”,
as you are likely already doing the right thing if you have species at risk in the first place! Some
tweaking of your land management may be suggested, such as altering some range management
practices. But if there are costs involved, there are various conservation programs in place that can
help cover these costs (see page 43 and 44 for contact information).

Dear Sally Mander,

I have found a
Ferruginous Hawk nesting on
my land. Will the government
step in and tell me how to
manage my land? Or worse
still, could they take my land
away from me?

Sincerely,
Worried in Willow Bunch

Dear Worried in Willow Bunch,
It is provincial legislation through The Wildlife Act,

1998 that applies to private land in Saskatchewan.
However, our province partners with the federal
government to support species at risk. Most provincial and
federal efforts regarding landowners are through
voluntary stewardship programs. Rest assured, there has
never been a case of a landowner losing their land because
of a species at risk in Saskatchewan.

There are things you can do on a voluntary basis
that will help the hawks on your land. For example, avoid
human disturbance within 1000 m (just over half a mile)
of the nest while it is occupied. If you protect the nest site
from disturbance, it is very likely that they will come back
and use the same nest over and over again. Keep in mind,
a single Ferruginous Hawk can eat up to 500 ground
squirrels in one year.
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Dear Sally Mander,

I am a First Nations
agricultural producer and am
concerned about how the
provincial and federal legislation
on species at risk will affect what I
can do on the First Nations
reserve land that I ranch. Can the
government make me stop
ranching or change my practices?

Concerned in Cowessess

Dear Concerned in Cowessess,
The first step would be to find out if there are

any species at risk on the land you manage. The
federal Species at Risk Act does apply to First
Nations reserve lands, including treaty settlement
lands. As a result, if there are any species at risk on
your farm or ranch land, you may be restricted from
damaging their habitat and from harming the species.

If you do have species at risk on the land you
manage, there is likely little need for concern. Like
many ranchers with species at risk, their presence on
your land means you are doing something right. If
you want more information on what steps to take,
Environment Canada can provide this to you. For
help with identifying species at risk on your land or
with agricultural management practices that can
benefit species at risk, you can call the First Nations
Agricultural Council of Saskatchewan.

Dear Sally Mander,

I have multiple species at
risk on my lease land including
Swift Foxes, Burrowing Owls,
Sprague’s Pipits and Northern
Leopard Frogs. I enjoy seeing
them all and would like to
encourage them to stick around,
but I am concerned that I will
have to change my grazing
systems in order to do this and
that this will cost me money.

Mindful in Mankota

Dear Mindful in Mankota,
While your lease agreement with the province

of Saskatchewan is subject to The Wildlife Act, 1998,
there is no precedent in Saskatchewan of a lease being
cancelled due to environmental concerns. The
Saskatchewan Ministry of Agriculture’s Crown Land
policy is to work with producers to correct any
environmental issues on leased Crown lands.

If you have all those species on your leased
land, then you are probably doing the right things
already. May I suggest that you contact one of the
organizations in Saskatchewan that works with
landowners and species at risk? Check to
see if Nature Saskatchewan or the
Saskatchewan Watershed Authority
works in your area. They can provide
range and wildlife experts to help you
manage your deeded and leased land in a
way that benefits both your ranching
operation and wildlife.
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Positive Practices
There are many actions that you can take that will benefit species at
risk on your land. Some require little or no effort, while others may
need a considerable investment of time and effort. These positive
practices all fit into one of three categories:

If you have native grasslands and other
natural prairie habitats, the most important

thing you can do is to hang on to it!

Keeping
holding on to what you have
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Small changes in how
things are done can
have big benefits for
species at risk.

You can choose to do just one or two of these, or for maximum impact – all three! This next
section describes some of the positive practices you might be able to do on your land that
will benefit species at risk. Most of these practices will also result in significant benefits to
your operation and livestock. 

Tweaking
making a 
small adjustment

to a current practice
or land use

Taking non-native habitats and
restoring them to permanent
native cover.

Restoring
Recreating prairie
habitats
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Riparian HEALTH
mean$ WEALTH!

Get a GRIP
on your GRASSLANDS

WOOD CAN BE GOOD
..............AND BAD

22
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Keep Your Grasslands
Under Cover



Take the Plunge...
Restore the Range

PREY for
Species at Risk!

NIP Exotic Plants
in the Bud
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Explore these in the next few pages and look for
positive actions you can take, as marked by this
symbol: 

Cultivate Your Relationship
with Prairie Biodiversity

Shhhh!
DO NOT DISTURB



All native prairie habitats are important to species at risk. This includes
grasslands, wetlands (permanent and temporary), riparian areas,
coulees, badlands, shrublands and sandhills.

Get a Grip on Your Grasslands 

Large tracts of native prairie habitat can support many species at risk.
Some species, such as the Swift Fox, require fairly extensive areas of
undisturbed prairie grasslands. However, thin strips or small patches of
native habitat are also valuable, as they provide corridors and stepping
stones for species that are not able to survive in the surrounding
disturbed habitats. Even very small patches of native habitat, say a
quarter section or less, can offer significant nesting habitat for
grassland songbirds in a sea of intensive agriculture.

Hanging on to the native habitats that you have
is probably the single most important thing that
you can do for species at risk!

Investigate conservation easements and similar
long-term programs to see if they can help you
conserve your native prairie habitats (see the
Nature Conservancy of Canada and Ducks
Unlimited Canada in the contact information).
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Hilly, steep and rocky areas may sometimes appear to have little value or even get in the way, but
to some species at risk, these areas are critical. Unique and rare landscapes such as river cliffs,
sandhills, badlands, coulee slopes, sandstone outcrops and slumps make up a relatively small part
of the prairie landscape, but they are highly significant to some species at risk.

Don’t Let Slumps and Other Slopes Get You Down

It is important to limit disturbance to these critical areas. Typical disturbances include
seismic exploration, oil and gas development, recreational use (such as off-road vehicle
use), sand, gravel and rock removal and residential subdivision.

In your negotiations with oil and gas drilling companies, direct well development and
access roads away from these unique areas. Encourage geophysical companies to take
special measures or avoid these areas completely when conducting seismic tests.

Where oil and gas activity must occur in these areas, ensure that oil and gas companies are
using minimum disturbance practices and follow provincial environmental guidelines (see
“Useful Publications” on page 44).

Limit off-road vehicle use, especially in sensitive periods, such as spring and early summer.
Off-road vehicles can disturb nesting/breeding species at risk and cause extensive habitat
damage in steeply sloping areas, and in wetlands, sandhills and heavy clay, through erosion
and compaction.

Where possible, restrict human activities and development in these unique areas.

Short-horned Lizards are found in
sparsely vegetated badlands,
coulees and sage brush
communities.

Ferruginous Hawks are often thought of as
tree nesters. However, these hawks also nest
on cliffs and in grasslands and would have
done so more commonly prior to European
settlement when more habitat was available
and trees were less common.

Ord's Kangaroo Rats leave
these trails in the sand around
the holes where they live.

Many species at risk such as
Gold-edged Gem, Hairy
Prairie-clover and Western
Spiderwort require partially
shifting sand dunes.
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The term “prairie” is often defined as a
treeless plain, so it should come as no
surprise that only a relatively few prairie
species at risk require woody
vegetation. Ranchers who have
Ferruginous Hawks on their land will
know that these hawks most often nest
in a lone tree or a small patch of trees.
They often choose trees on the edge of,
or in the midst of, large areas of open
grassland where their favourite food,
the Richardson’s Ground Squirrel, lives.
Ferruginous Hawks also nest on cliffs
and in prairie grassland and historically
would have had fewer opportunities to
nest in trees.

If you have lone trees, groves of trees or shrubby patches in your
grasslands, you can help species at risk by protecting these areas from
livestock and machinery damage.

Leave dead or dying trees standing to provide foraging perches and nest
sites for raptors.

To encourage Ferruginous Hawks to nest on your land, put up nesting
structures. Remember that Ferruginous Hawks do not like to nest within
500 m of each other.

Where raptors are nesting, minimize human activities nearby from mid-
March to mid-July.

If you are planning a shelterbelt for your yard or as shelter for livestock,
and the site is adjacent to native prairie, include some thorny buffaloberry
for Loggerhead Shrikes.

The Loggerhead Shrike prefers to use natural patches of thorny buffaloberry on
native prairie or in riparian areas for nesting. They like the thorns of this tall shrub
because they can impale their food as well as store it. Loggerhead Shrikes will also
use planted shelterbelts, especially caragana, as long as it is adjacent to grassland so
they have a place to hunt for food. This is why shrikes are often seen in prairie
cemeteries or ranch yards.

Silver sage brush communities are needed by the Greater Sage-grouse for shelter and
winter food. Because sage brush communities are most often found in the flood
plains of prairie rivers and streams, much of this habitat has been converted to
hayland. 

Wood can be Good. . . . . . and Bad



Although wood can be good, it is generally best not to plant trees and shrubs where they are not
growing naturally in the grasslands. This can destabilize the delicate balance that has been
established and may negatively affect some species at risk. Many species at risk respond to the
structure (i.e., height and density) of vegetation. For example, species at risk such as the
Sprague’s Pipit, the Long-billed Curlew and the Burrowing Owl tend to avoid woody vegetation
because it is taller than their level of tolerance. Although they will often tolerate the occasional
tree and small, sparse patches of shrubs, large dense woody vegetation and long lines of woody
vegetation are a problem. So, even a narrow shelterbelt on grassland can fragment and alienate a
lot of habitat for these species and may even present a barrier to movement. 

Shelterbelts and hedgerows on or adjacent to grassland tend to attract wildlife species that can
prey on or displace species at risk. Trees also provide perches for predator birds, making it easier
for them to hunt species such as Burrowing Owl and Swift Fox.

For less mobile species such as Hairy Prairie-clover, Western Spiderwort or Gold-edged Gem,
woody vegetation represents a serious threat. Trees and shrubs will naturally invade sandy sites in
the absence of disturbances such as fire. Although they stabilize the soil and allow other
vegetation palatable to livestock to grow, the shade and competition from colonizing vegetation
makes habitat unsuitable for these species at risk.

If you are considering a range improvement project that involves clearing
some woody vegetation, try to use methods that do not disturb the native
grassland under the trees or shrubs. If you use mechanical methods to
clear, do it in winter to minimize damage to the herbaceous vegetation.

When planning shelterbelts and hedgerows, keep them at least 100 m away
from native grassland.
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Riparian Health means WEALTH!

Now You See Them, Now You Don’t…..

Healthy riparian areas alongside rivers, streams, wetlands and lakes
are teeming with biodiversity. There are also some species at risk
that rely on healthy riparian habitats and wetlands, such as the
Great Plains Toad, the Northern Leopard Frog and the Common
Snapping Turtle. Thickly vegetated riparian areas also provide
habitat for rabbits, voles, mice and other prey that support species
at risk such as the Prairie Falcon and Short-eared Owl.

As well as providing habitat for wildlife and species at risk, healthy
riparian areas provide many other wide-ranging benefits such as
improved water quality and quantity, erosion control, water storage
and excellent forage for livestock.

Minimize livestock damage to banks and streambeds by providing off-site watering opportunities.

Establish or maintain healthy vegetation buffers along the banks of streams and rivers to prevent
sediment, nutrient and agrochemical runoff from entering the water.

Not all prairie rivers and streams support woody vegetation as part of the riparian area, but where
they do or where they have in the past, it is important to maintain or restore this component.
Woody vegetation helps stabilize banks and keep the water cool which is important for fish.

Try to maintain the natural flow regime of prairie rivers and streams. Spring floods are important
for most riparian vegetation. Even seasonal streams provide an irrigation effect that increases
vegetation productivity which in turn produces more prey for species at risk.

Here are some things you can do to help species at risk and other wildlife that live in prairie streams
and rivers:

Seasonal wetlands (also referred to as ephemeral wetlands) are the
shallow ponds that appear for a few months in wet years, but are
waterless for much of the year and often dry all year in drought years.
There are some species at risk that rely on these seasonal wetlands,
particularly the Great Plains Toad.

Great Plains Toads are mostly found in the Mixed Grassland Ecoregion of
Saskatchewan and rely on rainy periods and permanent and seasonal
wetlands for breeding. Breeding success is usually higher in seasonal
wetlands as these do not harbor as many predators as are found in
permanent wetlands. They select breeding ponds with clear water. During
dry periods, the toads remain buried and dormant. Their long lifespan of
up to 20 years enables them to wait out the dry periods between
breeding years.
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Protect existing wetlands from being drained or ploughed and, where possible, reclaim previously
drained wetlands. Ducks Unlimited Canada may be able to help you with restoring wetlands (see
contact information on page 43).

Maintain a buffer zone around wetlands and, if possible, maintain links of native or undisturbed
vegetation between different wetlands to allow for frog movement.

Limit the use of pesticides, herbicides and nitrogen-based fertilizers near riparian areas and
wetlands, as amphibians are very sensitive to these chemicals.

Where possible, minimize industrial and road development within 100 m of wetlands and ponds.

Prevent the introduction of game fish into frog ponds, as they prey on tadpoles and may eliminate
the frog population over time.

Use low to moderate stocking rates in pastures that contain frog ponds. This helps to minimize
physical disturbance and allows frogs good cover to escape from predators.

Defer cattle grazing near riparian areas and wetlands from spring to later seasons.

Provide alternate watering sites (e.g., troughs) to reduce impact on ponds and riparian areas. This
can provide benefits to cattle as well, as improved water quality improves livestock health and
weight gain. There may be help for this available from groups such as the Saskatchewan Watershed
Authority and the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Administration (see contact information).

Place salt and mineral sources at least 1 km from natural water
bodies, if possible.

Provide alternate watering sites (e.g., troughs) to reduce impact on
ponds and riparian areas. This can provide benefits to cattle as
well, as improved water quality improves livestock health and
weight gain. There may be help for this available from groups
such as the Saskatchewan Watershed Authority and the Agri-
Environment Services Branch (see contact information).

If you have riparian areas and standing water on your property,
there are several things that you can do to help the Northern
Leopard Frog population recover from its dramatic population
crash. These actions will also benefit other amphibians and riparian
areas in general and result in increased biodiversity, water quality
and erosion control.

Lending a Hand to the Northern Leopard Frog
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No one likes a grassland with bare soil, including most species at
risk. Healthy native grasslands provide the most benefit to species at
risk. However, plant cover that is variable in structure (such as
patches of shorter sparse vegetation with less litter interspersed
with patches of taller thicker vegetation with lots of litter) is
beneficial to most species at risk. Cover includes both live and dead
plant material that is leftover from previous years (litter). Litter is

important to rangeland health because it
conserves moisture. Removing the litter
from mixed grass prairie can result in a
50% reduction in forage production!

Some of the species at risk that benefit
from healthy grasslands include Long-
billed Curlew, Sprague’s Pipit, Swift Fox
and many of the prairie amphibians.
Healthy grasslands usually produce more
insects and small mammals that are
food for species at risk. The benefits to
you include a reliable forage supply,
improved water quality, less erosion,
improved drought resistance and fewer
weeds.

Keep Your Grasslands Under Cover

Upland Sandpipers need native
grasslands with good plant cover

Balance livestock demand with forage supply.

Patchy grazing can be good for species at risk.

Limit grazing during vulnerable growth periods.
For example, restrict use of native pastures in
the early spring.

Provide rest after grazing so that grasslands are
allowed to recover and produce maximum
forage year after year.

Here are some basic range management principles that
will help to keep your range healthy and functioning well
for both your operation and for species at risk. The range
mini-guide on the next few pages helps to illustrate these
principles.
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White-tailed Prairie Hare
(jackrabbit)
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Prior to European settlement,
Saskatchewan’s rangelands were
influenced by natural disturbances
such as fire, drought, flood and
grazing by bison, elk and pronghorn.
Where possible, today’s range
management practices seek to emulate
these natural rhythms and patterns to
which our rangelands are well
adapted.
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How many cows should you put in a pasture?

Good question! The answer is “the number that

can safely graze it without degrading the plants

or the soil over time”. It is a balancing act. One

rule of thumb is to use 25 - 50% of the forage

that is produced in a growing season. Use less

on dry and shallow soils and more where the

moisture supply is better and more reliable. The

remainder, called “carryover”, is left to form an

insulating layer to protect the plants and soil.

Following this rule will ensure your rangeland

There are several range management practices that will ensure a reliable and
sustainable forage supply for you and a quality habitat for species at risk:

Balance livestock demand with forage supply

Sprague’s Pipit
This secretive little brown bird goes unnoticed by many. It is most
easily recognized by its distinctive song, heard high above the
grasslands from April to July. Listen for a musical, tinkling song
on a descending scale, way up in the air. This is the courtship
song of the male pipit, which it sings as it flies in wide circles
above the grasslands. Usually they are so high that you cannot
see them until they fly back down to the ground.

remains healthy and provides you with all the

benefits listed on the previous two pages.

Many grassland species at risk thrive in areas of

healthy, well-vegetated grasslands. Sprague’s

Pipit is a migratory songbird that prefers healthy,

grazed grasslands. This little bird avoids areas

that are heavily grazed, but also avoids tall

vegetation. For example, ungrazed tame

grasses are often too tall for Sprague’s Pipit.

H. Peat Hamm, 2009
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Patchiness is Good!

The Burrowing Owl is another example. Burrowing

Owls nest in ground squirrel or badger burrows,

usually in quite heavily grazed areas with sparse

vegetation. The low vegetation helps the owls to

detect predators near the nest. During the day, the

owls hang out near the nest site, snacking on

grasshoppers, roosting and keeping an eye out for

predators. At night, they travel to nearby areas of

much longer grass to forage for small mammals. In

a patchily grazed landscape, Burrowing Owls will be

able to find both of these requirements close by.

Livestock and other animals are not mowing machines,

and do not graze their way evenly across a pasture.

They tend to use the pasture in an uneven manner,

using some areas quite heavily, some lightly and other

areas are left ungrazed. As long as the heavier use is

not taking place in sensitive areas, such as riparian

areas or steep slopes, patchy grazing can actually be

a very good thing for species at risk. 

Many species at risk favour a

patchy habitat. A good

example is the Long-billed

Curlew. For nesting areas,

they seek out pastures with

some short areas (more

heavily grazed patches) with

clumps of longer vegetation

(less heavily grazed or not grazed). The taller areas

provide good nesting cover and camouflage, whereas

the shorter grass areas allow them to see predators

and to easily forage for food. Once

their young have hatched, they

then seek out areas of thicker,

taller vegetation where their young

have hiding places and are less

vulnerable to predators.
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Plants need a period of rest after grazing so

that the grazed material can be replaced and

the root systems can recover. Repeated

grazing without rest leads to a loss of root

depth, plant vigour and productivity.

A healthy grassland that is allowed to recover

after grazing will continue to provide quality

forage for livestock and provide good habitat for

species at risk, year after year.

Some species at risk, such as the Burrowing

Owl, benefit from areas of shorter grass and

reduced litter that are often provided by grazing

without rest. However, the size of area required

is often limited and can be provided by calving

Limit Grazing in Vulnerable Periods

Provide Rest after Grazing
pastures, salt and supplement sites and areas

around dugouts that often receive increased

use by livestock.

Here are some of the key recommendations for

providing adequate rest for your grassland:

•  Leave adequate leaf area to promote

regrowth and reduce recovery time.

•  Healthy, vigorous plants recover more quickly

than unhealthy plants.

•  Avoid grazing plants again until they are fully

recovered.

•  Plants are fully rested after completing one

full growth cycle after grazing.

Different plant communities are more

susceptible to heavy grazing at different times.

Native grasslands are especially vulnerable to

early spring grazing and should generally be

protected from livestock grazing until this

sensitive growth period has passed. Many

producers use non-native

pastures early in the season and

then move cattle on to native

grasslands in late spring,

summer, fall and winter.

This practice encourages long -

term sustainability of the

rangeland and can also benefit

species at risk. Many grassland

birds are ground nesters which

nest in early spring (April to

June). By delaying grazing until

after this period, the risk of

trampling nests is reduced. This

is particularly important for

species such as the Piping

Plover that nests on the unvegetated margins of

wetlands. In addition to the risk of trampled

nests, baby plovers can fall into hoof

indentations and may be unable to get out.

Grazing these areas when the wetland margin

is dry minimizes this risk.



When exotic (non-native) plants invade native habitats they can exclude native plants and cause an
overall loss of health and function. For example, a grassland area that has been taken over by Leafy
Spurge will function very differently than a natural grassland – the ability of that grassland to produce
vegetation, keep soil stable and store moisture is reduced. Forage production for livestock is greatly
reduced and biodiversity plummets. Native plants and animals are often negatively affected. For
example, Leafy Spurge currently threatens Buffalograss and Western Spiderwort populations in
Saskatchewan.

In natural rangelands, non-native grasses such as Crested Wheatgrass can move in and spread. Crested
Wheatgrass has been seeded extensively in southern Saskatchewan since the 1930s to stabilize eroding
cropland and provide spring grazing. When it invades native grasslands, it tends to create areas with
low plant diversity and a correspondingly low animal diversity. Clumps of Crested Wheatgrass dry out
the spaces between the grass clumps, leading to exposed soil and soil loss plus reduced forage
production and flexibility. Robust grasses such as Crested Wheatgrass can alienate habitat for species
at risk. For example, Sprague’s Pipits tend to avoid areas where Crested Wheatgrass grows.

Nip Exotic Plants in the Bud

While eliminating weeds from your land may seem like an impossible and daunting task, here are a few
tips that can help you to get a handle on exotic plants and cut down on the chances that they will show
up in the first place.

Compare the diverse native grassland on the left with the one that has
been invaded with Canada Thistle on the right. 

Monitor your land for weeds and if you see something new, carry out spot weed control right away.
Search the surrounding area for more of the new weed, just to make sure you get it all. It is much easier
to pull or dig a handful of plants now than deal with a big patch a couple of years down the road.

Maintain sound grazing practices that reduce the opportunities for weed invasion by limiting the amount
of bare ground that is present (see previous pages on range management).

Avoid planting tame forages that will invade adjacent natural areas (e.g., Crested Wheatgrass, Smooth
Brome, Sweetclover).

Minimize the amount of native prairie disturbed by machinery. For example, avoid driving on grassland,
especially when the soil is moist. Remember, as a landowner you can influence the approach oil and gas
companies take to development and reclamation.

Check with your local Rural Service Centre, RM office or Weed Management Area for a list of weeds that
are a concern in your area and learn how to identify them.
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Some species at risk are highly sensitive to human disturbance and it is often one of the
reasons why the species came to be at risk in the first place. Just like people, animals have

their own personal space and when there is disturbance inside of that personal space, it
causes stress that may cause them to leave the area entirely. For example, if an oil well is put
in near a Ferruginous Hawk nest while the parents are incubating eggs, it is very likely that the
hawks will abandon the nest and leave the area.

Here are a few tips to help avoid disturbing species at risk:

Minimize human disturbance of nesting and breeding sites in
critical periods. Human disturbance includes people driving
and walking in the area. Even nature lovers can cause species
at risk to abandon an area by spending too much time
watching a nest or other critical area.

When negotiating with oil and gas companies, consider where
the species at risk are on your land and try to steer industrial
activities away from these critical areas.

To avoid conflicts with species at risk, construction projects are
best undertaken in the winter.

Species vary in setback
distances – some species are
more sensitive than others.

Shhhh!  Do Not Disturb
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This might be tough to swallow, but….it’s important
to maintain a population of prey animals for species at
risk. Yes, we are talking about mice, ground squirrels
(gophers), grasshoppers, etc… These prey animals
support populations of species at risk. Species at risk
that rely on grounds squirrels for food include the
Swift Fox, Ferruginous Hawk, Short-eared Owl and
Prairie Falcon. Species at risk that rely on insects such
as grasshoppers for food include the Common
Nighthawk, Sprague’s Pipit, Burrowing Owl, Long-billed
Curlew, Greater Sage-grouse and even young Swift
Foxes. Yellow-bellied Racers eat a wide variety of
insects and small mammals.

PREY for Species at Risk!

Have tolerance for some level of prey populations in
some areas. By encouraging predators such as
hawks, you may obtain a natural balance between
predators and their prey.

Where ground squirrel populations require reining in,
choose non-toxic, safe methods of control, such as
trapping or shooting. Avoid using poisons as these
can end up poisoning non-target species. The most
effective time to control ground squirrels is in
February and March, before they have reproduced.

Consider the role that your range management
practices play in keeping ground squirrels at bay.
Lightly grazed areas with good cover will minimize
ground squirrel abundance. Heavily used areas tend
to have more ground squirrels.

Supporting species at risk

As well as providing a food source for predators and their young during the breeding season, ground
squirrels are vital to species at risk who rely on burrows for survival. Ground squirrel burrows are
used by Burrowing Owls, Swift Foxes, Yellow-bellied Racers and other reptiles and amphibians.
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Here are a few things you can do in your cropland and tame pasture to help
prairie birds:

While shelterbelts can have a downside to species at risk if they are on
or adjacent to grasslands, they can conversely be beneficial on
cropland. Shelterbelts collect and store moisture as well as provide
shelter and calving areas for cattle.

While this Guide focuses mainly on native prairie areas, there are some things
that can be done in cultivated areas that will benefit species at risk and other
wildlife. Some grassland birds will use tame pasture and cropland in addition to
native rangelands. The Long-billed Curlew is a good example.

While they prefer native
grasslands, Western Meadowlarks
will also use tame pasture and
cropland.

Northern Pintail

Cultivate your Relationship with Prairie Biodiversity

Where possible, maintain spring nesting cover and limit disturbances
such as haying and harvesting until after the breeding season (May to
mid-July).

Use zero-till or minimal tillage to limit disturbance. Studies have found
more songbirds in minimum versus conventional tilled crops.

Use flushing bars on haying equipment.

Consider fall or winter cereals as a crop alternative, as they require less
disturbance in spring and early summer, meaning less disturbance to
nests and broods that use cultivated fields. Ducks Unlimited Canada
has also found that winter wheat crops provide excellent cover for
nesting Long-billed Curlews and ducks such as the Northern Pintail.

Long-billed Curlews have been
found to nest successfully in
winter cereal cropland.

If a snowflake is blown more than 1000 m without being trapped by
vegetation, it will sublimate (go back to the vapour stage). Thus, shrubs play a
significant role in helping to enhance local water storage.
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Consider converting non-native lands, such as marginal cropland,
to native vegetation or other permanent cover. While this is a fairly
big undertaking, it is not an impossible task in most areas and it is
becoming more common. Also, there have been some big
advances in wild seed collection and production, making it
possible to use native seed mixes. Converting cropland to cover
has the potential to benefit many species at risk, such as the
Burrowing Owl and Long-billed Curlew. It will likely also provide
benefits to your operation, especially when marginal cropland is
replaced with a productive pasture. For example, equipment costs
will be reduced and grazing flexibility will be increased.

If you are considering converting cropland to cover, it is important
that you research the most suitable seed mixes for your local area
and the conditions on your land. There are several organizations,
such as Ducks Unlimited Canada, the Saskatchewan Watershed
Authority and Nature Saskatchewan that can provide expertise and
advice for your conversion project. Some of these agencies may
also provide funding assistance for restoration projects.

Take the Plunge – Restore the Range

The native grassland in the
foreground has been restored
while that in the background is
natural.

Choose native seed mixes that mimic the vegetation that
naturally grows on your land, both in terms of the types
of species as well as the structure (e.g., height, and
bunch versus creeping).

Try to include a variety of native species such as both
cool season and warm season grasses. That way you
have at least one species that grows well under any
seasonal weather conditions.

Include a native legume such as Purple Prairie Clover in
your mix, especially if you are restoring cultivated land.
Cultivated land can often be nutrient deficient,
especially if it has been under cultivation for many
years. A legume will help restore nitrogen to the soil
which will help all the plants establish and grow better.

Here are some things to consider if you undertake a grassland
restoration project:
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In Summary. . . 
Species at risk and the native habitats that support them are a

valuable and important part of our prairie heritage, as is

ranching and farming. This Guide describes many suggested

actions or “positive practices” that land managers can take to

help species at risk and ensure that they continue to thrive and

provide us with many benefits. Such actions will inevitably help

numerous other prairie species. In many cases, these actions

will also result in direct benefits to the land manager, such as

maximized forage production and reliability, good water quality

and minimal erosion.
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Programs & Resources

Nature Saskatchewan
Stewards of Saskatchewan Programs:
Operation Burrowing Owl
Plovers on Shore
Rare Plant Rescue
Shrubs for Shrikes
1-800-667-4668
306-780-9273
www.naturesask.ca

Saskatchewan Watershed Authority
Prairie Stewardship Programs
www.swa.ca/Stewardship/PrairieStewardship

Provincial Council of ADD Boards
Canada-Saskatchewan Farm Stewardship Program
Environmental Farm Plan Program
Watershed Awareness Initiative
1-866-298-7222
www.saskpcab.com

Ducks Unlimited Canada
Grassland Conservation and Management
Programs:
Conservation Easement Program
Range and Forage Program
Winter Cereals Program
Wetland Restoration Program
1-866-252-3825
www.ducks.ca

Prairie Conservation Action Plan
306-352-0472
www.pcap-sk.org

First Nations Agricultural Council of Saskatchewan
Southern SK Critical Habitat Protection Plan
1-866-233-3358
306-978-8872
www.fnacs.ca

Getting Help
If you are interested in finding out more about how you can help species at risk or would like to get
assistance with managing your native prairie, there are many resources, organizations and groups
that can help:

Saskatchewan Burrowing Owl Interpretive Centre
306-692-8710
www.sboic.ca

Saskatchewan Ministry of Environment
Conservation Data Centre
1-800-567-4224
www.environment.gov.sk.ca

Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
1-800-667-7644
306-780-5070
Prairie Shelterbelt Program
1-866-766-2284
www.agr.gc.ca/pfra

Native Plant Society of Saskatchewan
Native Plant Materials Listing Service
Invasive Alien Species Program
306-668-3940
www.npss.sk.ca

Nature Conservancy of Canada
Conservation Easement Program
1-866-622-7275
306-347-0447
www.natureconservancy.ca

Environment Canada
Habitat Stewardship Program
Prairie & Northern Region
306-780-5322
www.cws-scf.ec.gc.ca/hsp-pih

Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO)
204-983-5000
www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca
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Getting Help
Other Useful Web Resources

Prairie Species at Risk Beneficial Agricultural
Practices Project
www.prairiesarbmp.ca

COSEWIC (Committee on the Status of Endangered
Wildlife in Canada)
www.cosewic.gc.ca

Canada’s Species at Risk Act (SARA)
www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/species-especes/home_e.asp

Crossing the Medicine Line Network
www.crossingthemedicineline.net

Alberta Species at Risk
www.srd.gov.ab.ca/fw/speciesatrisk/index.html

Sensitive Species Guidelines
www.srd.gov.ab.ca/fw/guidres/index.html

A Sample of Useful Publications

Nature Saskatchewan
The Value of Biodiversity to Farming and Ranching
on the Prairies Fact Sheet Series
Burrowing Owls in Saskatchewan

Prairie Conservation Action Plan
Oil and Gas Exploration and Development on
Saskatchewan Agricultural Crown Lands
Conservation Easements
The Prairie Conservation Action Plan 2009-2013

Native Plant Society
Saskatchewan’s Native Prairie: Taking Stock of a
Vanishing Ecosystem and Dwindling Resource
A Guide to Small Scale Prairie Restoration - How to
Grow Your Own Patch of Native Prairie
Native Seed Harvesting and Marketing
Native Plants, Water and Us!
Prairie Roots: A Handbook for Native Prairie
Restoration

First Nations Agricultural Council of
Saskatchewan

Species at Risk fact sheets

Environment Canada
Species at Risk: A guide to Canada’s species at risk
in the Prairie Provinces
Canada’s Species at Risk Program: Questions and
Answers on the federal Species at Risk Act

Ducks Unlimited Canada
Livestock Watering Systems In Saskatchewan:
Producer Experiences
Rebuilding Your Land with Native Grasses: A
Producer’s Guide
Revegetating with Native Grasses in the
Northern Great Plains

Saskatchewan Watershed Authority
Managing Saskatchewan Wetlands - A
Landowner's Guide
Managing Your Native Prairie Parcels
Native Prairie Stewardship Fact Sheets
Streambank Stewardship Directory
Streambank Stewardship Fact Sheets
A Land Manager's Guide to Grassland Birds of
Saskatchewan
Fish Species of Saskatchewan
Classification and Management of Riparian and
Wetland Sites
Invasive Species Fact Sheets

Species at Risk Beneficial Agricultural Practices
Pilot Project – A State of Knowledge. S. Michalsky
& H. Peat Hamm, 2009. Report, Fact Sheets and
Databases. Manitoba Habitat Heritage
Corporation.

Prairie Oil and Gas – A Lighter Footprint.
Sinton, H.M, 2001. Alberta Environment. 

When the Oilpatch Comes to Your Backyard: A
Citizens' Guide, 2nd Edition. M.Griffiths, C.
Severson-Baker, T. Marr-Laing, 2004. The
Pembina Institute. 

Petroleum Industry Activity in Native Prairie and
Parkland Areas: Guidelines for Minimizing
Surface Disturbance. Native Prairie Guidelines
Working Group, 2001. Calgary: Energy and
Utilities Board.

Conservation of Canadian Prairie Grasslands: A
Landowner’s Guide. G.C. Trottier, 1992. Canadian
Wildlife Service, Edmonton.

Southern Saskatchewan Invasive Plant Species
Identification Guide. 2008. Frenchman River –
Wood River Weed Management Area.

Species at Risk: Information for Producers. 2006.
Canadian Cattlemen's Association.44



SARA 
Status 

COSEWIC 
Status

SKCDC Rank 

Black-footed Ferret* Extirpated† Extirpated SNA 

Plains Grizzly Bear* Extirpated Extirpated SX 

Ord's Kangaroo Rat Endangered Endangered S2 

Swift Fox* Endangered Endangered S1 

Black-tailed Prairie Dog
Special 

Concern

Special 

Concern
S2 

Plains Bison No Status Threatened S3 

Wolverine No Status 
Special

Concern 
S3S4 

Greater Prairie-chicken* Extirpated Extirpated SX 

Burrowing Owl* Endangered Endangered S2B 

Greater Sage-grouse* Endangered Endangered S1B, S1N

Piping Plover*  Endangered Endangered S3B

Mountain Plover Endangered Endangered S1B

Whooping Crane* Endangered Endangered SXB, S1M

Eskimo Curlew* Endangered Endangered SHM 

Sage Thrasher Endangered Endangered S1B

Sprague's Pipit Threatened Threatened S4B 

Loggerhead Shrike Threatened Threatened S4B 

Peregrine Falcon Threatened Non-active S1B, S4M, S2N

B
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D
S

M
A

M
M

A
L

S
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F
IS

H
SARA 
Status 

COSEWIC 
Status

SKCDC Rank 

McCowan's Longspur Special Concern Special Concern S3S4B

Yellow Rail Special Concern Special Concern S3B, S2M 

Long-billed Curlew Special Concern Special Concern S4B, S4M 

Short-eared Owl Special Concern Special Concern S3B, S2N 

Ferruginous Hawk Special Concern Special Concern S4B, S4M 

Red-headed Woodpecker Special Concern Threatened S1B, S1M 

Red Knot No Status Endangered S2M 

Chimney Swift No Status Threatened S3B 

Common Nighthawk No Status Threatened S4S5B, S4S5M 

Olive-sided Flycatcher No Status Threatened S4 

Rusty Blackbird No Status Special Concern S4B 

Eastern Yellow-bellied Racer Threatened Threatened S3 

Greater Short-horned Lizard Special Concern Endangered S2S3 

Common Snapping Turtle No Status Special Concern

Great Plains Toad Special Concern Special Concern S3 

Northern Leopard Frog Special Concern Special Concern S3 

Bigmouth Buffalo Special Concern Special Concern S3 

Chesnut Lamprey Special Concern Special Concern S3S4 

Lake Sturgeon No Status Endangered S2B 
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† Reintroductions planned
* Identified as a provincial wild species at risk under The Wildlife Act, 1998
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S = Provincial Ranking; 1 = Critically imperiled (5 or fewer extant occurrences or very few remaining individuals), 2 = Imperiled because of rarity
(6-20 extant occurrences or few remaining individuals) or because of some factor(s) making it vulnerable to extirpation or extinction,
3 = Rare or uncommon (typically 21-100 occurrences), 4 = Frequent to common (greater than 100 occurrences), 5 = Common to very common,
H = Historical occurrence, X = Apparently extinct or extirpated, R = Reported from the province, but without persuasive documentation for
either accepting or rejecting the report, A = Considered accidental or casual; does not appear on an annual basis.
In addition to the ranks, there are letter qualifiers sometimes used: B = Breeding; the rank refers to breeding occurrences, N = Non-breeding;
the rank refers to non-breeding occurrences, M = Migratory species, rank applies to the transient population.

Known Occurrence Current & Historic Distribution Potential Distribution

SARA 
Status 

COSEWIC 
Status

SKCDC Rank 

Gold-edged Gem Endangered Endangered SNR 

Mormon Metalmark Threatened Threatened S1 

Dakota Skipper Threatened Threatened S1 

Monarch Butterfly Special Concern Special Concern S3B 

Pale Yellow Dune Moth No Status Special Concern SNR 

Dusky Dune Moth No Status Endangered SNR 

Verna's Flower Moth No Status Threatened SH 

Tiny Cryptanthe* Endangered Endangered S1 

Small White Lady's-slipper* Endangered Endangered S1 

Small-flowered Sand Verbena* Endangered Endangered S1

Buffalograss Threatened Threatened S1 

Hairy Prairie-clover* Threatened Threatened S1 

Slender Mouse-ear-cress* Threatened Threatened S1 

Western Spiderwort* Threatened Threatened S1 

Smooth Goosefoot Threatened Threatened S2 

Tall Woolly-heads Special Concern Non-active S1S2 

Alkaline Wing-nerved Moss Threatened Threatened S1 




